
The Report for the last training in sept 2019- Feb 2020.   

Earn Uganda project’s is assisting vulnerable child mothers, mother living with HIV, PWDs 

group and vulnerable youths to prepare them in sustainable development. 
Earn Uganda project is supporting them with training materials, spending times in monitoring, doing 

the  capacity building in business skills in training  groups to be aware, supported, empowered and 

active as agents of change in their own development and in public life and in their transformation’s 

groups that help them to live in their own, comparatively economically independent, households 

stables. Below are the groups benefited from the last funds received from Tukolere Wamu Uganda 

 Child Mother’s group called Bed Idiro. 

 

Among the skills the groups of Bed idiro got on bakery: 

 Sulu-yy 

 Pan cake 

 Bagia out from soya bean 

 Cake (small and big) 

 We constructed one local oven 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Vulnerable Mothers living HIV group 

 

Among the skills the groups of Vulnerable mothers living with HIV got on bakery: 

 Sulu-yy 

 Pan cake 

 Bagia out from soya bean 

 Cake (small and big) 

First picture is Before training, during training going on with smile of Gloria; we are now celebrating 

with Gloria the success of the training, Gloria next to a boy on red t-short 14 years old orphans who 

missed child Marriage from her uncle and run to our project Director requesting for training, when she 

had about bakery skills training, she registered with others and finish her training now helping her 

younger sibling as a bread winners. 

 Person with Disabilities forum group 

 

Emmanuel trained by Earn now training Anna the Secretary of the group designing her shoes 

Group in Amuca Lira Sub Count 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The outcome of the materials now seen. 

 

In the amongst the PWDs group:- these are the words. 

We the blind, depts. Dumps and some of us have mental issues and 30% of us living with HIV. 

The reason why we choose cobblers is because we are vulnerable to fire not only that these shoes we 

are making it now, take long time to spoil than bread and cake, even the market are there. So we really 

want to thank the Tukolere wamu Uganda and TUKOLERE WAMU INTERNATIONAL through Earn 

Uganda, we can now buy salt, sugar and school requirements for our kids and our medical bills.  

 Anna speeches: we are now requesting Tukolere wamu 

through Earn Uganda, if possible to support us with 2 tents and 200 chairs in order to burst our 

income generating activities and savings, we shall use it for training and hire to ceremonies functions 

so that it bring money in our group account and we shall roll it and lent to other vulnerable members. 


